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PRINCIPLES OF GARMENT MAKING
Paper - I (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. What is selvedge ?


2. What is Bias ?


3. List the types of sewing machines.


4. What is stitch regulator?


5. Name four types of tacking.


6. List the permanent hand stitches.


7. What is drafting ?


8. What is a commercial pattern ?


9. What is a seam ?


10. Name different seam finishes.


11. What is a dart ?
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12. What is a tuck ?


13. What are fasteners ?


14. Where  is double bias used ?


15. What is a fastener ?


SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Explain the cutting tools used  in garment construction.


17. What care do you take for a sewing machine ?


18. What are the common machine troubles and their causes ?


19. Write a short note on temporary hand stitches.


20. Write about the merits and demerits of commercial pattern.


21. Explain plain seam and french seam.


22. What are the different methods of making pleats?


23. Explain the standards of good placket.


24. Differentiate between bias facing and fitted facing.


25. Write in detail the methods of stitching a button and button hole on

garments.


__________


